Determining which version of your peer-reviewed article you may deposit into Huskie Commons
If your scholarly article was published on or after December 3, 2014, you may deposit your article’s post-print* draft.
In December of 2014, an Open Access Policy was added NIU's Academic Policies and Procedures Manual. When NIU's Faculty
Senate passed this policy, the Faculty granted NIU a simple, non-exclusive license to the scholarly articles produced in the course
of their research while employed at NIU. You, as the author, retain your copyright…unless you choose to then sign it over to the
publisher. This policy allows you to deposit into Huskie Commons the post-print* version of your manuscripts. A link to the
publisher’s final version of record can be included with the manuscript. It is recommended that you provide this addendum to
your publisher, informing them of Northern Illinois University’s Open Access Policy.
* Post-print - your article's final draft with any changes made as a result of the peer-review process, but prior to the publisher’s
copy-editing or formatting.

If your scholarly article was published before December 3, 2014, please answer the following question:
Did you retain your copyright when you signed your publishing agreement? (authors typically use addendums to do this)
If yes, then you are free to do what you like with it, within the parameters of any licensing agreements you have in
place…including deposit a copy into Huskie Commons.
If no, you will need to check your publisher’s policies to determine which version (if any) of your manuscript is permitted to be
deposited into a disciplinary or institutional repository and under what conditions the deposit may happen.
This information typically can be found on the publisher’s website within their author guidelines. It can often also be found on

the SHERPA-RoMEO website, an easily searchable resource that aggregates and analyses publisher open access policies and
provides summaries of self-archiving permissions and conditions of rights given to authors on a journal-by-journal basis.
See below for an example of a journal’s policy referenced during the deposit of an article into Huskie Commons:

The entry details the conditions under which the publisher permits authors wishing to deposit their article
into an institutional repository, like Huskie Commons:

Of interest is this note included further down the page:
“Authors may deposit in their institutional repository immediately, as long as the article is not made publicly available
until after embargo period; Authors are not permitted to deposit in Research Gate or Academia.edu”

A snapshot of how this deposit in Huskie Commons complies with the publisher’s conditions:

Materials other than scholarly articles may be suitable for inclusion in Huskie Commons, including:










research data
conference/symposia proceedings and papers
journals
learning objects
working papers
conference presentations
technical reports
white papers
student research

If you have questions or need guidance on depositing your materials,
see the Guide to Huskie Commons or contact:
Jaime Schumacher
Sr. Director - Digital Collections & Scholarship
Founders Memorial Library
jschumacher@niu.edu
815-753-0576

